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Learn about the 22 major tarot cards and how they apply to learning more about yourself by listening to

the narration, poetry, and music in this CD. The samples below only give you a part of the whole track. To

hear a full track, you can go to my website. 25 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, SPOKEN

WORD: Poetry Details: Do you give yourself time to reflect? There is so much that passes us by if we do

not pause and reflect on what is happening in our lives. The tarot cards were initially a book of wisdom in

ancient times that revealed the many aspects of our human behavior and lead to an understanding of

having a life of well-being. I have over 30 years experience working with the tarot symbols. When I first

studied graphic design (B.A. in Design), my interest in images and symbols lead me to studying the many

symbols and meanings of the cards. A SOUL WALK, TAROT AN EXPRESSION OF YOUR SOUL written

and narrated by Twainhart Hill. This NEW SPOKEN WORD CD gives a concise meaning of each of the

22 Major tarot cards, each with a guitar interlude and poetical interpretation. Each card and track

represents aspects of the total range of our human nature and allows you to reflect upon your life and

your own attitudes and behaviors. The tarot is a tool for self-reflection and helps you understand how your

choices impact your life. No prior study of the tarot is necessary. This is a good EXPERIENTIAL CD for

meditation, relaxation, study, and some thought-provoking listening. Tarot students, teachers and readers

will find it an enhancement to their work. Using the Thoth Deck, you are guided down a pathway to meet

each card as a teacher. Listen for the learning that may be relevant for you. "The learning that never

ends." Guitar music arranged and played by singer/songwriter Gail Steiger. Music copyrighted by Gail

Steiger. CD Cover painting copyrighted by John McCormick.
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